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B-177691 SV= 28) 1973

The Honorable James T. Lynn
The Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development 

. - 4 .4~~~~. S

Dear .Er. Secretary:

We have considered your departmental reports of January 30, March 2,'
March 26 and April 18, 1973, on the protest of the Consad Corporation against
the noncompetitive award of contract H-2040 to LBy Associates, Inc., for
phase II of the demand experiment of the Housing Allowance Experimental Pro-
gram in the estimated amount of d 7.9 million. From our revJer of the pro-
curement, which is set out in detail below, we recoxnend that severable
portions of the contract be terminated and resolicited competitively, if
feasible'.

After publication of an advance solicitation of interest on
September 9, 1971, in the Commerce Business Daily, request for proposals
(RFP) H-11-72 was issued November 5, 19'71, for the conduct of experiments
to test and evaluace a Housing Allowance Experimental Program (HAEP). As
defined in the RFP, a Housing Allowance il "* * * a direct subsidy pay-
mdnt to a low or moderate income family to be used primarily for housing."
The goal of HAEP as stated in the RFP is !'* * * to provide reliable informa-
tion to help policy-makers decide whether the potential advantages of
such an approach would justify its full implementation as an operating
program and to define the most effective mean& to operate the program."
HAEP has been divided into three separate experiments: demand, supply
and administrative agency. The demand experiment concerns the manner in
which a household receiving different kinds of housing allowances spends
it. The supply experiment concerns the behavior of suppliers of housing
and housing services in a market in which the demand is increased by the
introduction of housing allowances. The administrative agency experiment
involves the manner in which existing Governmental agencies, Federal,
state and local, or nonprofit organizations may best be utilized to
administer the actual payment procedures.

*The scope of work was defined generally in attachment C to the RrP:

A * * *furte.'.sh the necessary professional, technical and
clerical services, equipment, and facilities to perform
all the work required under the contract.

The conduct of the field operations covers the administration
of the experiwuents at various sites including selecting . l
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households, maintaining contact with them, conducting
interviews, collecting and processing data from the
experiments, and reporting results. * * i

The specific requirements of the demand experimert were divided
into two phases: phase I, design, and phase II, implementation. Phase I
required the cor.tractor to provide assistance and advice in the design of
the experiments being developed by the Urban Institute and definition of
material required for program implementation. Phase II covered the
implementation of the! experiments developed as a result of the phase I
effort. Phase II provided: "To test various administrative structures,
part of the final design may incorporate usa of local housing authorities
and/or state housing aigencies. Where these organizations are used, the
requirements of tasks 1 through 4 will be altered accordingly to fit the
operating procedures of thece organizations."

The RFP further provided:

The contract(s) resulting from this Request for Proposal
will cover both phases, although approval for work will
initially include only Phase I.

Negotiation for Phase II work, inc] ding estimated costs
and fixed fee, if any, and the details of the work, will
begin only after BUD has accepted the final design of the
experiment and identified the experimental location. * * *
The proposals covering accomplishment of Phases I and II
will be evaluated in accordance with the Factors for
Award * * *. If after the awardl of the contract, HUD determines
that the Contractor is oot competent to perform the required
work in Phase II, * * * tten the Contractor will not be
authorized to undertake Phase II work * * *.

In recognition that diverse talents were necessary to successfully
conduct the experiments, the REP indicated that proposals from consortia
would be considered so long as clear program and management responsibility
and authority were defined and auihenticatad.

Seven proposals were received on December 13, 1971, and presented to
a Proposal Evaluation Board for review. Oral interviews were conducted
with the proposers by the Board on December 20 through 29. Competitive
range determinations were made after technical discussions with four of the
offerors on February 14 and 15, 1972, Revised proposals were invited from
such offerors and revisions were received on February 25, 1972. There-
after, the Board presented its recommendations to the Source Selection
Official, the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology (ASRT).
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The Board recommended that the consortium of the Stanford Research
Inititute (SRI), as prime contractor, and the National Opinion Research
Center and National Urban League, as approved subcontractors, be the
contractor for the entire demand experiment. By memorandum of March 14,
1972, to tihe Director, Contracts and.Agreenents Division, ASRT determined
the SRI consortium to have the best capability for, and highest probability
of, successful performance, and requested that negotiations be conducted
with SRI for the conduct of the demand experiment. Also contained in the
memo was :.e fllowing:

Because of limitations upon the Stanford Research
Institute!s consortium's capability to handle the other
elements (Administrative Agency Demonstrations and Supply
Experiment) of the Housing Assistance Research Program,
I also request that you assigt us in discuseions with the
firm of ABT Associates, Inc., to determine their possible
participation In other parts of the Program.

As a result of d:tscussionn held during the week of March 27, 1972, contract
H-1773 was awarded to SRI On March 31, 1972, for the demand experiment.

The file contains a memorandum from ASRT dated April 7, 1972, to the
Director, Contracts and Agreements Division, requesting that a contract
be negotiated with ABT Associates, Inc., for the administrative agency
experiment (AAE). Thereafter, the contracting officer issued a determina-
tions and findings (D&F) for the negotiation of a cost-reimbursement con-
tract with ABT. Negotiations were held with AX1T which led to award of
contract H-1782 dated April 5, 1972.

The third part of RAEP, the supply experlment, svas awarded
noncompetitively to the Rand Corporation based on a memorandum dated
April-18, 1.972, from ASRT:

Rand Corporation has the e:,;.ertise and the capability to
move ahead at the earliest possible moment. It is the only
firm we know of that has the ability and capability to under-
take this experiment with the time constraint to Liove this
project ahead compute$V: with the other program el~tmenta
already tinder centra '. .ith SRI and ABT Associates.

Time does not permit Attempting to develop other sources
through the competitive process as this program must move
forward at the earliest possible time.

Mty staff knows of no other source at the level of expertise
and experiesce presently available in the Rand Corporation
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to accomplish the objectives of this effort without
excessive program start-up costs and serious schedular
delay.

Ultimately, IBID decided not to continue with SRI for phase II because
of its serious performance deficiencies and delays. Of the specific %tile-
stones established in contract H-1773 and modifications, SRI missed moat.

- The first milestone was the beginning of pilot enrollment by July 5, in
order to allow for regular enrollment In HAEP by September 1. SRI
requesved and received an extension to July 21, which was later extended
to July 31, Due to extended negotiations to modify the contract to
conform with SRI's performance, further extensions for the completion oZ
phaue I milestones were granted to August 14, September 11, September 25,
and November 16; 1972.

Although SRI was seriously deficient in its performance of phase I,
It was contractually required to submit a phase II proposal, However, it
is evident that ABT was the sole choice for the phase II effort. Therefore,
on November 15, 1972, ABT was given all the work reports that SRI was
obligated to furnish HUD and was requested to submit a proposal for the
phase II effort by December 1, 1972. It is noted that ABT had access to
some of SRI's reports during the preceding months as part of an overall
plan to insure compatibility betwean the AAE and the phase I demand
experiment. On December 2, 1972, ASRT recommended to the Secretary that
a contract bit awarded to ABT. A memorandum of December 4, 1972, justified
the sole-source negotiation of the phase II contract with ABT in thi
following manner:

We have further concluded that ABT Associates, * * Ahas
the expentise and experieice available to accomplish the
objectives of this effort. Of critical importance to the
LIIP is the capability to continue the Demand Experiment
without any serious schedular delayf. Because of ABT's
familiadity with the EHAP and because ABT has the necessary
prerequ site total capability, it iE the only known source
that can perform this effurt without very serious schedular
delays and excessive costs.

Award of a letter contract to ABT was made on December 4, 1972. This
contract was definitized on March 2, 1973, on a cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
basis in the total ec:imated amount of $17.9 million for a contract
period from Dtcember 1972 to March 31, 1977.

Counsel for Consad asserts that this sole-eource award to ABT
violated Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR) 1-3.101(c), which requires
that proposals be solicited from the maximum number of qualified sources,
consistent with the nature of the services. Counsel contends that the
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services required under phase II of the demand experiment are rot unique
to AM?. Consad was to play a stgnificant role in assisting in the design
of the paymentr procedure for phase I and in the operation of the payment
tasks 'in phase II, as outlined in ABT's response to the initial REFP. In
this regard, counsel suggests that since ABT's experience acquired under
the AME was primarily evaluative, rather than supervisory or administra-
tive as contemplated by phase II of the demand experiment, negotiations
for a phase II contractor should have inc. Ad the original ABT consortium,

In the altrnative, counsel tontends that BUD had sufficient time to
competitively negotiate the phase II procuremont. In support of this,
counsel points to the facn that the proposals in response to RFP H1-11-72
'indicate that many firms were tamilfur with the requirernnnts of phase II.
It is asserted that-since HUD had received periodic progress reports on
SRI's phnse I activities, it should have been able to describe phase II
requirements in sufficient detail to parmit competition. Fiually it is
suggested that the urgency of the phase II procurement was created by HUD's
delay even though it had clear indications as early as August 1972 that it.
would not continue with SRI for the phase II effort.

Thb decision to award noncompetitively to ABT appears to have been
based upon the opinioa of ASRT, adopted by the contracting officer, that
ADT was the only known firm that could affect an orderly and swift take-C over.of the phase II tas's in sufficient tine to avoid any schedular
Jisruption of the overall HAEP. While the record shows that HUD felt
that ALT was the only firm that could accomplish the necessary tasks within
the time constraints, HUD has not, in our opinion, demonstzated that ABT
possessed unique capabilities to the exclusion of all other interested ftcms.

The record evidences NUD's concern with SRI's performance iwader nhasu I
and the modified phase I. However, it appears that HUD's efforts in this
regard were directed towards improving SRI's performance. There is no
slaocific time that we arc able to point to bofote November 15 when it was,
or should have buen, apparent to HUD that SRI worild not submit an acceptable
proposal for phase II or cure its past unsatisfactory performnance of
phase I. Contcrct H-1773 recognized the possibility that BUD would not
continue with the phase I contractor into phase It. However, while recog-
nizing this possibility, HUD made no contingency plans for the selection
cf a teplacomen: phase II contractor. Even at the tizo the inicial RFE
was issued, BUD was awart of the need for phase II of the demcnd experimen:
to be implemented immoadi&ely following the co:clusion of phase I. While

c SkI's phave I performance from August to Noveomber 1972 may not have required
termination action, a distinct possibility existed that HUD would not
continua with 5R[ as its phase II contractor. Evan in this light, no steps
were taken to establish any other firm's interest or capability for the
phase II effort.
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The record shows that there were other firms which had already express
interest in participating ir the experiment, i.e., the firms responding
to REP H-11-729 'Thile ASRT' places great reliance on the Board's evalus-
tion. report which found only SRI and ABT capable of performing, that
evaluation was concerned with a wider scope of tasks than were necessary
for the accomplishment of phase II alone. Specificelly, the Board stated
that the proposals were evaluated in light of the entire demand experisent,
not just phase II. Moreover, the determination concerning the capability
of an offeror with regard to a particular procurement should be limited
to the particular task to be covered by contract, ASRT also relied upon
a General Accounting OffiLe (GAO) ranking of UAEP contractors as support-
inig the selection of AKT. This reliance is evidenced by a memorandum
dated December 2, 1972, from ASRT to Secretary Romney, which reads in
part:

The concerns that we have about SRI's ability to perform are
sh:red by GAO. GAO has independently reviewed our contractors
and has concluded that: "There is good reason to question the
ability of SRI to perform its contractual obligations satis-
factorily and on time." In the GAO evaluation, SRI ranked at
.the bottom of the list of our contractors in overall performance.

,. Although I disagree with some of the rating factors used by GAO,
I do not dizagree with their ovarall evaluation of the contractors.

. .

By conwrast, Abt Associates, the organization which last winter
was rated a close second to SRI in the initial evaluation of the
Experimeatal Housing Allowance Program proposers, has performed
outorandingly in developing the evaluation design for the

} Administrative Agency Experiments portion of the Program. The
final design has been accepted. Six experiments are now being
set up in accordance with this design by State, County and local
agencies; and Abt is under a Phase II contract with HUD to evaluate
these experiments.

GAO also independently ranked Abt first among Experimental Housing
Allowance Program contractors, concluding: "This is the best of
the contractors and the one most likely to provide satisfactory
research outcomes."

It appears that the conclusion attributed to the GAO was taken out
of context. The results of the GAO inveqtigttion were contained in a
memorandum dated November 27, 1972, from the GAO Assistnit Directors
Research and Econonic Development, to HUD's Director of Housing Assistance
and Economics Research. As stated therein, "* * * the purpose of the
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review and evaluation by the G nsral Accounting Office waa to determine
whether it was likely the contractors could briuS to a successful con-
clusion the part of the experfm ut contracted out to them" From this,
ASRT attributed to GAO the conclusion that ABT was most cgpablo of per-
formlnS. The Implication of ASRTIP smorardum Is that the GAO view was
related to the overall capability of HAEIP contractors to ouccersfully
perform phase II of the demand exporiment. Howevers it Is clcar that the
GAO cowments were li~uited to ANT's performance in the AAE.

Our review of thA HAEP procurement process Indicates a Feroclivity
to sole-source awards under selection methods wherein "unique' capabilities
are pointed to in justification for departureA from the regulatcry require-
ments for competitive negotiation. Iu nur view, what has occurred is, in
affect, a prequaliflcatlon of ABT alout *nd, an uch, ik inconsistent with
YPR 1-3,101(c) which requires the solicitation of proposals from the
maximum number of qualified jources conailtont wit: the nature and requira-
ments of the services to be rendered. 52 Comp. Gen. . (B-177412,
1arch 20, 1973); 52 Comp Cen (B-176940, March 2,1973). While the

becember 4, 19729 memorandum, quoted above, states that ABT was "***the
only known source that can perform this effort trithout very serious ached-
ular delays and excessive costs", there were in fact-other sources which

t ~were not solicited, i e., those firms that competed under RFP N-11-72, an
well vs the Rand Corporatnon tbich sal performing the tupply experiment.
wn thie vain, var have hwla thlt the conclusions or opinaons of thu cont-ct-

ing offncer on thc ovaelability of qualifted offerors tmy not be r cc pted
fs controlling prior ton ofcat'r of offerors. 41 Compt Gen. 4v4i 490
~(1962)0

In view of our conclution thot the noncompetitove award of contract
G-2040 to ABT w uste pecomand thit HUD evaluate the contract
to determinu whreview certain tasks cu n b ressvred therefrom without a
deleter-ou effatat on the overall He EP. Ifm o e w reiult of thsc review,
at ip oncertained that portions or the contrsit fre therable to severaneq ,
we further recompend that such portions be tvrminated for the convedience
of the Govermnent and resolicited an a competitive basis.

Aa thia decifion contins a recommeandatson for corrective nction
to be t.ken, it Ic beqng trausmitthd by letters of today to the congres-
sional committere nuaed in ecteon 232 of the Lewistathve Reorgandeation
Act of 1970, Public Law 91-510. In view thereof, your attention is
directed to section 236 of the act which requires that you submit written
*tatements of the sctronvi to b taken wth respect to the recomnend7tion.
The state1ents are to be oGnt to the House and Marcte Co2m1ttees on
Goverment Operations not later than 60 days sfter the date of this letter
and to the Cocmictees on Appropriations ln connection pith the firct
request for appropriatilons ade by your agendy oore than 60 bays after
tbe de te of this letter.

:- it ascertained thtprinso:h o
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We would appreciate advice of whatever action Is taken on our
recomuendation.

] , Sincerely yours,

IAul.Q, DeabliVt

For the Comptroller General
of the United States
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